
GirlDreamer Guest Blogger
Guidelines

Welcome to our award-winning blog! This guide will provide you with some guidance and

insight on how to write a blog for GirlDreamer.

Our blog is run by us and written by you, our community.

Here at GirlDreamer, we want to platform your voice. Our widely acclaimed blog is an

inclusive and safe space where we welcome you to share your thoughts, perspectives and

opinions. Spotlighting you, we want to champion Women of Colour and your experiences,

creating a safe and positive forum for your feelings, insights and views.

Crafted by the GirlDreamer team, but driven by you, our blog hosts an array of social,

political, cultural and first-person-led discussions that encourage you to dive deeper, think

openly and live your best life.

Your views. Your platform.

We accept blogs that cover topics about personal and professional experiences. There is

no limit or word count, however, we ask that you keep the blog under a 5-minute read.

There is also an occasional small editing process that we do to ensure a piece fits in with

the GirlDreamer tone of voice.

We also pay all guest bloggers a small fee of £50 for commissioning your blog for our

website.

Please note:

● We encourage guest bloggers to take some time to evaluate our Blog and
conduct some site research to ensure the topic of their blog has not been
covered too closely and that it is appropriate.

● We encourage you to choose a topic that interests you! We want to hear and
platform your unique perspectives and feelings.

● Your blog can share thoughtful and thought-provoking information on a topic,
your opinions and connections to a publication or an initiative.

● You can share personal reflections, memories, anecdotes and stories that you are
comfortable with.

● Your blog should engage readers and encourage discussion.



● We ask that you only submit original concepts to us that have not been
published elsewhere.

● Your contributions are valuable, and we acknowledge that. Your name will be
listed as the author of the blog post. Additionally, we will tag you in social media
posts related to your blog and include your social media handles for readers to
follow your work. Therefore, please share your credentials with us.

● After your blog has been approved and published, please send your invoice for
payment to finance@girldreamer.co.uk

Interested? Reach out to us here with a short proposal for your blog.

Any questions or queries please reach out to Munpreet at hey@girldreamer.co.uk

Share your subject, thoughts and how you see your chosen topic aligning with our blog

and we will be sure to reply to you within 3-5 days with our feedback and the next steps!

https://form.typeform.com/to/mdCFmT2N

